
          2020 MD/DE/DC Karaoke Contest 

Rules and Regulations: 

All contestants entering MUST BE MEMBERS OF THE MD/DE/DC Association and be in GOOD 

STANDING with their respective district(s).  

 

Each district shall send (2) representatives to The Association Contest to compete in said 

competition (total 12 finalists) In the event one finalist is unable to make it from said district, the 

district must provide an alternate to replace the contestant who is unable to compete. 

 

If a participant is part of a band, a karaoke host, had or currently has a recording contract of any 

kind, or is a prior winner of the MD/DE/DC Association Karaoke Contest; the said person will 

NOT BE allowed to participate in this contest. If it is found out later that you are one of these 

said persons, YOU WILL BE IMMEDIATELY DISQUALIFIED!  

 

All (12) finalists will sing (1) song. After all songs have been sung by the finalists the judges 

scores will be calculated, and the top (6) contestants will be announced. The remaining (6) 

contestants will sing (1) song each and the scores will be calculated and then we will cut to 

“FINAL THREE”. The Final (3) contestants will sing (2) songs. Those will be totaled and combined. 

The highest point will be declared the winner, the second highest will be the runner up and the 

third highest will be the second runner up 

 

 

In case there is a tie in the “final three”, the said finalists will be required to have a “sing off” 

and provide another selection of their choosing to the KJ to be ready to perform in front of the 

crowd and judges. 

 

 There will also be a sound check to ensure you sound AMAZING while you are competing. The 

date of the Mid-Winter Karaoke Contest is Friday March 6, 2020 at the Princess Royale Hotel  .  

 

All district finals have the option to run their respective finals in the same manor the association 

contest is being ran, or pick an alternate format to achieve their (2l representatives for their 

district, but a fair and impartial contest MUST BE HELD using the same score sheet provided by 

the Chairman of the Association Karaoke Contest. 

 

It is suggested that in all district finals your judging panels be set with persons of vast musical 

and performance knowledge. This will ensure that all contestants will receive fair evaluations of 

their song selections. 

 

 


